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There are many forms of technology. In this article I will deal with the broader spectrum of
the system of crafts such as systems, internet communications, ways of organization,
internet and banking institutions, and the way of doing things; techniques. Technology
improperly used is worthless and under no circumstance can it have value other than to
enslave and to be used as an instrument of abuse; it could lead to humanity's destruction
and ultimately to an anemia of humanity's moral fiber.
However, technology used for the whole of humanity and for its betterment is a great and
wonderful tool; for teaching, imparting knowledge, and the improvement of the quality of
life through communication and organization. They who produce technology for the
populace have the responsibility to forward upfront the benefits of that technology and to
ensure that it is used for those beneficial purposes.
Therefore, the operators of the technology, in this case the internet, must make themselves
easily and readily available to its users. If one cannot reach and speak with an individual
who represents the programs in use, it becomes a frustrating and laborious ordeal. This
claim to assist without personal contact, lacks the human touch, and places the institution in
a bad light of character because of its blatant misrepresentation. The institution that truly
serves humanity is more than happy to engage in helping individuals to understand how
technology can be of assistance to them, and is easily contacted by them. Below are three
poems dealing with technology, communications, books; machines; and banking.

BOOKS
I surely can pick out books, books
that tantalize, sizzle, and cook.
Books of heroes, statesmen, kings, queens,
or everyday people like you and me.
Books filled with humor, mystery, and such,
with that touch of class we all love so much.

MEN KNOW MUCH ABOUT MACHINES
It is no thing that I strive after, not even joy,
nor love, or laughter. I, the image, seek my Maker

Through this world that compares mankind to a toy.
The world of men know much about machines; breakers,
Takers, input/output, compute, refute, obscure ploy.
This it feeds us as pabulum on rye, wheat, white, or
Toasted; boasting that strength comes from this cloy,
but, His grace enlightens mind and fortifies the soul.

BREAKING NEWS
BANKING INSTITUTION SCREWS UP:
Will not hold former employee responsible;
for causing debt and loss because of laxity,
in fact, they themselves refuse to be responsible.
So delicate and privy are they,
Prima Bella Donnas, as sweet sickening monsters
of yester years, look upon their clients as serfs.
Not a reassuring service of security -- is it?
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